
37, 20-22 Davidson Street, 'Beach Club Resort & Spa' St, Port Douglas

Impressive Dual Key Apartment in Port's Premium Resort

Located in iconic 'Beach Club Resort & Spa' is Apartment 37...

Central to Port Douglas' famous Four Mile Beach, The Reef Marina and the

food and shopping strip, Macrossan St.

Fully self-contained and air conditioned, this is a dual key apartment

comprising of a spa studio and a 2 bedroom, fully furnished suite with full

size kitchen, master bedroom, and huge living/entertaining area... 

Overlooking the massive, lagoon-style resort pool fringed to the north by a

sandy beach, both sides of your new luxurious apartment have their own

private balcony complete with outdoor settings, a BBQ one side and spa on

the other.

Take advantage of the resort's many facilities; have a refreshing beverage at

the swim-up bar, be pampered at Exclusive Spa, dine at Sublime Bar & Grill

then work it off at the resort's gymnasium.

Priced well below the current owners purchase price... this really is an

opportunity not to be missed, reap the rewards of the busy high season

now!
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Property ID 289
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Callum Jones - 0437 981 195
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Port Douglas

1/32 Macrossan St Port Douglas

QLD 4877 Australia 

07 4099 5550
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The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that

information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any

responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely

upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.


